What’s Next?
April: Music of Armenia ~ On Friday and Sunday, April 15 & 17 at 2 pm, Alan and
Sandy will be joined once again with cellist Fred Thompson from Portland in an
afternoon of rare pieces for both violin and piano duo as well as chamber works for
piano trio obtained directly from Yerevan, Armenia’s music center and capital city.
Included on this program will be works by Vardapet Komitas, Gayane Chebotaryan,
Eduard Bagdasarian, and others, concluding with Arno Babadjanian’s impassioned
Trio in F Sharp minor — celebrated with fine wine tastings offered by Camaraderie
Wines of Port Angeles along with Sandy’s carefully researched Armenian reception
with recipes sent from friends in Yerevan — a program not to be missed!
Reservations: Seating is limited and arranged through advanced paid reservation, $25 (unless
otherwise noted). Contact Alan or Sandy Rawson, email rawsonduo@gmail.com or call 3793449. Notice of event details, dates and times when scheduled will be sent via email or ground
mail upon request. Be sure to be on the Rawsons’ mailing list. For more information, visit:
www.rawsonduo.com
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Harold Nelson has had a lifelong passion for art, particularly photo
images and collage. It sustained him through years of working in the federal
bureaucracy with his last sixteen in Washington DC. He started using his
current collage technique in 2004, two years before retirement from his
first career and his move from Virginia to Port Townsend. His art is shown
frequently at the Northwind Arts Center and other local venues.
Harold’s 2012 triptych, “The Big Picture,” overlooks the piano, and “Paul’s
Mountain” (2011) hangs beside the woodstove. A recent copy of Gourmet magazine made
its way through the shredder to be reworked by Harold’s hand into the triangular piece
adorning the kitchen.
www.hnelsonart.com
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Zee View of the Month ~ photography by Allan Bruce Zee — “Leaving Provence en
route to Barcelona, in our travels some years ago, we came across these fields where you
could just imagine one of the French impressionist painters setting up their easel to paint a
century before. In fact, “Poppy Field” was photographed outside Les Baux, not far from
Arles, where Vincent Van Gogh spent his final years.”
~ allanbrucezee.com

with
.
Olives and Poppies,
Lourmarain, France

Poppy Field,
Les Baux, France

Please, no food or drink near the piano and performing area. No photography
during performance, and be sure to turn off all electronics, cell phones, etc.
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If you would like to move your chair out of the way for the reception
(optional), please lean them against the wall on the carpet remnant next to
the wood stove and not standing on the slippery floor. Any extras may be
placed in the nearby closet or remain setup for use out in the room. Thanks

Cough drops are provided for your convenience.

At the home of Alan and Sandy Rawson, 10318 Rhody Drive, Chimacum WA
Friday and Sunday, March 4 & 6, 2 pm

The Rawson Duo
Specializing in Romantic and early twentieth-century works, the Rawson Duo
has given numerous recitals on college campuses and community performing arts
series across the United States and Canada. The Rawsons now reside in Chimacum
where they perform throughout the year in the intimate setting of their home located
on 7.5 acres, bringing to life rarely heard works celebrated with warm hospitality.
Violinist Alan Rawson first pursued his music interests in his junior year in high
school as a self-taught folk guitarist, recorder player, and madrigal singer. Classical
Violin studies were begun at Cañada Junior College in Redwood City California,
since their program did not include Country and Western fiddling. He received his
Bachelor of Music and Master of Arts degrees from San Francisco State University
and completed his doctorate degree at the University of Colorado in Boulder in
violin performance studying with Oswald Lehnert while developing a passionate
interest in Rocky Mountain cycling and cross country skiing. He has served on the
music faculties of Concordia College in Moorhead, Minnesota and the University of
Idaho in Moscow, and has recently retired from Minnesota State University
Moorhead where he directed the University Orchestra and taught upper strings. He
was concertmaster of the Fargo-Moorhead Symphony for twenty years and appeared
as a featured orchestral soloist several times performing works by Tchaikowsky,
Mozart, Sibelius, and Bruch, among others.
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Phantasy, Op. 54 (1918)

Alan has a passionate interest in exploring the music of past great composers,
now all but lost to obscurity, and he is actively researching, locating and scanning
public domain scores, making these freely available to the internet community
worldwide.
A native of Fargo, ND, Sandy Rawson (pianist, organist, harpsichordist)
completed her Bachelor of Music degree in piano performance at the University of
Minnesota and continued her studies at the Musik Akademie in Vienna, Austria.
During her long tenure in the Fargo Moorhead area, she was a highly active
accompanist and large ensemble pianist performing with all the major organizations
including opera, symphony, choral, ballet, universities and public schools. She
frequently appeared on faculty and guest artist recitals at the three local universities,
NDSU, MSUM, and Concordia College. An active church organist from the age of
14, she held the post of organist at the First Congregational Church in Fargo for 25
years. She currently is the organist for Sequim Community Church.
Sandy’s love of music is equaled by her love for cooking. A professionally
trained chef, having lived several years in Europe and Japan, international cuisine
has been a lifelong passion.

Sandy’s

Smoked Salmon P ies
Roast Beef Spread on Cheddar Bacon Scones
Olive Salad Tea Sandwiches / Sedgemoor Easter Biscuits
Rhubarb Crumble Cake / Irish Gingerbread

Yo r k B o w e n
(1884 - 1961)

~ interval ~

Sonata in F Major (1919)
“Colleen”
Allegro con anima
Maestoso sostenuto, rubato
Vivace

Af t erno o n Te a and Fancies
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G r a nv i l l e B an t o c k
(1868 - 1946)

New Music in New Brighton
GB at last finds a creative venue at the newly constructed New Brighton Tower
and seaside resort, molding a dance band to his grand vision of new music
by him and his contemporaries, including Edward Elgar who gave the second
performance ever of Enigma Variations here. From WikiPedia:
The composer Granville Bantock was enlisted as musical director
in 1897 at the ballroom to provide music each weekday for six hours
of ballroom dancing. To begin with, as the tower was being erected, he
was in charge of a “semi-military band” that played outdoors with
the fear that the tower might fall upon him and his players. Bantock
is quoted as saying, “The noise of the riveting of the tower while
we were playing ... reminded me of the anvil music in “Das
Rheingold.” Bantock often played for the workmen during their lunch breaks, when they
could frequently be heard saying, “play it again, guv’nor.”
Soon, Granville had a full orchestra at his disposal, so he convinced the management
committee to allow him to give classical concerts on Fridays and Sundays. He then embarked
on advanced concerts of new composers, as well as his own works. As he had difficulty
finding time to practice these works, Bantock
used afternoon sessions, in which he was
supposed to play dance music, to rehearse
his classical pieces. When the classical pieces
spread to the afternoon programme, the
management felt it was not commercially
viable to continue the concerts. After three
years at the tower, Bantock was appointed
Principal of the School of Music at
Birmingham and Midland Institute.
A Droll Sense of Humor
The tale of the ‘Perth Express’ as related by GB’s friend, Sir Hugh Roberton” (1874-1952,
Scottish composer and Britain’s leading choral-master at the time), from the online essay, A
Brief Introduction to the Life and Work of Sir Granville Bantock by Vincent Budd:
“Fond of fun, fond of jokes (practical jokes too), G.B. would have no truck whatever with
Scottish humour of any kind. This, in itself, was his greatest joke. Tell him a Scots story, and
he would turn on you a smile both childlike and bland, and ask for an elucidation. Example. One
day I was telling him the rather hoary one of the inebriated Scot reeling about the edge of a
station platform and being constantly pushed back by a porter with the remark - “Stand back
there! Did I no’ tell ye that the Perth Express was due to pass in a minute?” Exasperated and
contemptuous, the drunk eventually turned and hiccoughed to the waiting passengers – “He’s
awfu’ frichtened for his Perth Express!” An utterly blank Bantock. Then, after a pause – “tell
me, Elder, I want to get the thing clear; was the express going to or coming from Perth?”
“The sequel to this was funnier than the story. From all parts of the country (G.B. was
on an adjudicating tour) came post-card after post-card asking this question and that about
the Perth Express. Was it really an express? Did it have two engines or one? Did it have a
dining car? Was the driver a native of Perth? Did it finally reach its destination? And then,
weeks later, to wind up, came a telegram from Euston Station – “Have enquired here of the
traffic superintendent – no such train as the Perth Express.” And that was the man, ever
expansive, ever the boy in him coming out.”

a few

Bits of Interest*

English pianist and composer York (or "Yorke") Bowen was
one of the dominant figures in English music before World War I,
though his celebrity began to fade not long after it concluded.
Bowen was born in the Crouch Hill section of London to a
prominent local distiller; his mother provided his first piano lessons
and further encouragement. Bowen made his debut as pianist at
age 8 and studied at local conservatories before entering the Royal
Academy of Music on an Érard scholarship at 14. Bowen
introduced his first piano concerto at age 19, earning the admiration
of Camille Saint-Saëns; this and other developments touched off
a string of successes in the way of concert engagements and
publications, elevating Bowen to the status of a dynamic young composer and pianist on
England's music scene. After teaching for some years as an assistant at his teacher Tobias
Matthay's private piano school, at age 25 Bowen was named a professor at RAM and
served in this position until the outbreak of World War I, when he volunteered as a horn
player in the Scots Guards Regimental Band.
Upon his return from military service, Bowen picked up pretty much where he left
off, winning some major prizes and publishing pieces through Chappell, the future Boosey
and Hawkes, Chester, Oxford, and Stainer & Bell. But by the mid-’20s Bowen began to
run into troubles with reviewers for sloppy keyboard technique and presenting recitals
made up entirely of short pieces. In his compositions, Bowen preferred to pursue a
predominantly post-romantic path colored to some extent by impressionism -- not wholly
unlike his slightly older contemporary Cyril Scott, though certainly with a different approach
within that area of endeavor – and this manner fell increasingly out of favor after 1930. In
later years, Bowen continued to teach at RAM and formed a piano duo with another
professor, Henry Issacs, which helped restore some measure of acclaim to Bowen as a
performer, though his music was forgotten by the time he died at age of 77 in 1961.
Bowen made his first recording in 1915, but most of his recording activity is concentrated
between 1923 and 1927 in records made for British Vocalion; when the company reorganized
that year, it appears he did not return to making records except in 1961, when Bowen made
a final album for Lyrita. The rebirth of interest in Bowen began in the mid-’80s, largely
through the efforts of musicologist Monica Watson; since there has been a York Bowen
Society founded and RAM is offering a York Bowen Prize in his honor. Among his
compositions, Bowen's Suite in D minor for violin and
piano (1909), Fourth Piano Concerto (1929), Symphony
No. 3 (1951), and the cycle of works for his friend
violist Lionel Tertis, including a concerto (1907) are all
regarded as especially significant in addition to some
of the shorter piano works, of which there are indeed
many. Kaikhosru Sorabji once commented about the
“freedom (...) flexibility and elasticity” of Bowen’s 24
Preludes, Op. 102 (1938), and dedicated his own
Passeggiata veneziana (1955) to Bowen.
Uncle Dave Lewis ~ allmusic.com
* mostly hewn from the internet

British composer, Granville Bantock, was born in London in 1868 and studied at Trinity
College of Music and the Royal Academy of Music in London. He was active as a conductor,
arranging performances of his own and his colleague’s works. In fact he was unusually generous in
this respect taking the opportunity to perform his peer’s works as often as possible. He championed
Sibelius, being responsible for introducing him to the British public, and the two composers became
firm friends, Sibelius dedicating his Third Symphony to Bantock. As one of the group of English
composers active in the first half of the 20th century, he continued to compose within the boundaries
of traditional harmony. Strongly influenced by Wagner and Richard Strauss, most of his orchestral
works are programme music with Oriental and Celtic themes. Among his principal works are ‘Omar
Khayyam’ for solo voices, chorus and orchestra, ‘Atalanta in Calydon’ and ‘Vanity of Vanities’ for
unaccompanied voices, the ‘Hebridean Symphony’ and tone poems ‘Fifne at the Fair’ and ‘Dante
and Beatrice’. Bantock succeeded Sir Edward Elgar as Professor of Music at the University of
Birmingham and was influential in the founding of the City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra
who performed his overture ‘Saul’ in their first concert. He was knighted in 1930.
A Typical Victorian Composer
Observations by Ian Hewett, written for The Telegraph (online edition of London's The
Daily Telegraph), June, 2013:
What would the “typical Victorian” composer look like?
He (and it would inevitably be he) would probably be rotund
and bearded, with a belief in the civilising mission of the Empire.
He might not be a church-goer, but he’d compose a few hymn
tunes and anthems, and perhaps a few works in that peculiarly
English form known as oratorio. Despite the difficulty of earning
a living in music, he would somehow manage to live in a grand
house with two or three servants. Although he might be
convinced of the superiority of all things British, he would
have an unshakeable reverence for German music, which could
go either in the directions of Brahmsian severity or Wagnerian
opulence. And he’d also have a taste for the picturesque and sexy side of the Orient. There might
be the odd odalisque among the potted palms, and a brass many-armed deity. He would love the
countryside, and be much given to brisk walks. And despite his thoroughly English roots he’d
have a misty-eyed fondness for Celtic folk-tunes and myths. Last but not least, he would have a
splendidly sonorous name. . . Granville Bantock fits the image perfectly. His jovial bearded figure
dominated the Victorian British musical scene . . .
Bantock did nothing by halves. He composed over 800 works, and even the most ardent
Bantockian knows only a handful of them. Excess was the keynote of his character. His interest
in the Orient, spurred by a training for the Indian Civil Service (his father didn’t approve of his
musical interests, and wanted him to get a proper job) amounted almost
to mania. His daughter Myrrha recalls “Chinese porcelain dogs, bronze
dragons, Russian ikons, Javanese brass jars and all kinds of other
Eastern ornaments were continually appearing, for G.B was never able
to resist the temptation to spend money on such things. There was
about him a kind of lavish oriental extravagance which made the
hoarding of money completely foreign to his nature. Beautiful things
were there to be enjoyed, and he surrounded himself with them until
our house was a veritable storehouse of Eastern treasures.” A
photograph survives of “G.B” dressed up as a Chinese conjuror for
one of the family’s annual Christmas pantos.
Around the World in 431 Days
In his book, written for the Living Masters of Music series in 1915, ‘Colonel’ H. O.
Anderton talks of GB's struggle to find employment in the 4 years following graduation
from the Royal College of Music. Already having proven himself an exceptional composer,
no opportunities to satisfy his composing passions were to be found, and his only alternative

to grading student harmony assignments at the RCM was to pick up whatever conducting
employment he could find — music hall gigs which according to Anderton . . .
. . . led to others of the same type but a stage higher, inasmuch as it introduced him to the
Gaiety Company. He got an appointment as conductor in one of George Edwardes's touring
companies, and went through the provinces on a fresh round with two or three pieces (musical
comedies) such as The Gaiety Girl, Gentleman Joe, and In Town.
One good thing, however, arose from all this. Edwardes determined to arrange a tour round the
world with two or three pieces, including The Gaiety Girl, and Bantock was offered the post of
conductor. The opportunity of seeing the world in this way was too good to be lost, in spite of the
irksome nature of the occupation that made it possible; and he accepted without hesitation. The
pieces were played, during 1894-5, in various towns of America and Australia; and the experience
of other lands, men, and manners made a great impression on Bantock's mind and broadened his
outlook in many ways. He was especially delighted with Colombo (Sri Lanka), Honolulu, and
Samoa, where they touched, though they did not play. He visited Niagara and received the
orthodox thrills. I have a letter describing his sensations; but Niagara is now vieux jeu (old
fashioned), and I refrain from quotations.
He met with one or two adventures during this tour. Perhaps the most striking was at San
Francisco. He used sometimes to go, after the performance, to Chinatown; and on one occasion
was returning late, when he was chased by some rowdies. He ran: they followed: revolver-shots
ensued: he emerged into a main street, cannoned into a constable, and after explanations, he was
only called a fool for being there so late alone.
In the circumstances of travel his inborn love of collecting curiosities and of animals was
bound to assert itself, and he arrived home with a wonderful assortment of beasts and other
properties of various kinds. When in Melbourne he scared everyone out of the hotel lounge by
appearing with what looked like one of their deadliest snakes wound round his arm. It was one he
had bought in Sydney, where an almost identical species is nonpoisonous. He brought back, too,
like the traditional sailor, a parrot. There were also an opossum and an Australian bear: but all
these early amours were destined to end in loss. His most beloved acquisition was Nancy—or,
more exactly, Nan-tsze—an ape which he bought in Sydney. Nancy used to walk the streets of
Melbourne with him, holding his hand like a child. She would gambol in the tree-tops in the
Botanical Gardens, but always returned at his whistle.
Her Simian Highness, however, got him into some
difficulties. One day she escaped from his room in
the hotel and found her way into the pantry, where
she enjoyed herself by throwing down various piles
of crockery— an amusement which resulted in a nice
little bill for the conductor. I remember going up to
his study just after his return, and being greeted by
Nancy, who then fled to his shoulders. The young
lady, however, was one day found swinging on the
chandelier: the family did not approve of its new
GB in his mid-20s, with his travelling pit band
member, and Nancy retired to the Zoo.
Shortly after his return from this tour Bantock was engaged, in succession to Henry J. Wood,
to take Shamus O'Brien (a romantic comic opera by CV Stanford) round the provinces. This tour
included not only the regular English round, but a number of Irish towns as well—Belfast,
Waterford, Limerick, Cork, and Dublin. The first night was a terrible experience. A member of the
band had been married during the day. All his comrades attended the wedding, and “passed the
rosy,” as Dick Swiveller says, so often that when they came to performance they were still in a
hilarious condition; and—averse to taking life seriously—played scales or anything they fancied,
instead of the parts set down for them, with results that may be imagined; while the management
kept sending round to the front to know what they were doing.

Elevated Candy Co. is a recent addition to the culinary offerings of Port
Townsend. Julie and David McCulloch started Elevated Ice Cream Co. in 1977,
making all of their ice creams on the premises. They are now making handmade
chocolates as well, having purchased the chocolates company they had done
business with for over 30 years with recipes developed in 1929 by the founder of
The Baker Candy Co. of Lake City, north of Seattle.
With another year of experience to their
credit, Elevated Candy Co’s Chocolatiers and
Candy Cook continue to refine and improve
on traditional recipes as well as introducing
new products into their offerings, using locally
sourced ingredients ever more. Elevated Candy
products can be found at the Elevated Ice Cream
Candy Shop, as well as locally at the Quimper
Mercantile, Chimacum Corner Farmstand, and
Finnriver Farm. On Bainbridge Island, ask for
their chocolates at Bon-Bon Candy shop.

A Pretty Girl Milking Her Cow
(Bhí cailín deas crúite na mbó)

Julie a nd David McC ulloch
w w w. e l e va te d c a nd y. c o m

Viola by Chocolate — Elevated Candy Co is featuring two special confections
for the Rawson Duo’s “Viola by Chocolate” this year:
Cacao Truffle — Our newest truffle, made with Finnriver Cacao Liqueur.
The word “cacao” is derived from the Aztec word “xocoatl.” Finnriver
Cidery is making their latest fruit dessert sipping wine using Theo
Chocolate. (Did you know that Cacao is a fruit? It is!) Elevated Candy Co
uses the Finnriver product to make the ganache (center) of this, our newest
truffle. Milk chocolate lovers will be happy to know that we are using milk
chocolate to make the ganache, to enhance the gentle “organoleptic” qualities
of the cacao in this exquisite filling.
Misty Mint Trufflet (Alan’s favorite!) — A repeat, but worthy of return to
the Rawson’s table. This lovely little bite of mint infused chocolate has a
special quality which is perhaps why Alan finds it so energizing while eating
only a few before he performs! In addition to the cocoa butter which occurs
naturally in the cacao bean, we make our trufflets with the addition of a high
quality organic coconut oil. Coconut oil has been an occasional component in
American candy tradition, usually made into products called “meltaways.”
The good news is that Coconut oil is a rich source of Omega 3 fatty acids and
is known to be beneficial for promoting brain function. Another small
indulgence with health benefits!

“A Pretty Girl Milking Her Cow” is a traditional 18th-century Irish ballad. The English
version is attributed to Thomas Moore (1779–1852). Originally sung in Irish Gaelic, the
song was popular through the early 20th century. It appears as No. 12 in the collection One
Hundred Folk Songs of all Nations, edited by Granville Bantock and published in 1911. The
title in Irish Gaelic is “Cailin Deas Crúite na mbó” and is sung as the last line in each verse,
printed as “Colleen dhas cruthen nu moe” in Bantock’s edition — thus “Colleen”

It was on a fine summers morning,
The birds sweetly tuned on each bough,
And as I walked out for my pleasure,
I saw a pretty girl milking her cow;
Her voice so enchanting, melodious,
Left me quite unable to go,
My heart it was loaded with sorrow,
For cailín deas crúite na mbó.

